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Abstract
This paper proposes an approach which uses a
syntax-phonology interface to select the most
appropriate speech units for a target sentence. The
selection of the speech units is done by constructing
the syntax-phonology tree structure of the target
sentence. The construction of the syntax-phonology
tree is adapted from the example-based parsing of
UTMK machine translation. In the process of
constructing the syntax-phonology tree. we first
identify the related trees from the speech corpus. Then,
the generated subtrees based on the related trees are
combined. The concatenation ofthe combined subtrees
nodes is the synthetic utterance ofthe target sentence.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of linguistic tree structure like syntactic
tree, prosodic tree or phonological tree has been
employed to improve the Text-to-Speech System
(TTS). It is especially used in order to generate a more
natural and fluent synthetic utterance. Before the birth
of corpus-based or unit selection speech synthesis, the
linguistic tree structure was used in prosody prediction.
The common approach was the mapping of syntactic
tree into performance trees [4][5][3]. In corpus-based
speech synthesis, the selection of appropriate speech
units was guided by using phonology tree as in [6]
[10].
In this paper, we propose to select appropriate
speech units for a target sentence using a
representation tree structure of syntax and phonology
merged together. As mentioned in [7], this kind of
approach is based on an idea that speech unit retrieved
from appropriate context is likely to be the appropriate
speech units. In our study, the appropriate context will
be the syntactic structure with matched phonetic form.
By be able to parse a syntactic tree with matched word,
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speech units with correct prosodic information can be
retrieved.
Based on the idea mentioned in the previous
paragraph, we propose a model (Figure I) that will
take a phonemised sentence as an input and parses it
into a dependency-based syntactic tree structure with
prosodic information annotated at every node. The
aligned speech units at the nodes of the constructed
syntax-phonology tree will be the appropriate speech
units for the target sentence. Therefore, synthetic
utterance of the target sentence is generated by
concatenating these aligned speech units.
Figure I. A proposed model of corpus-based speech synthesis
using syntax-phanalog}' interface
II. THE SYNTAX-PHONOLOGY TREE STRUCTURE
The theory of transforming or mapping syntax
structure into phonology [8] has evolved into
collapsing syntax and phonology structure in one
representation structure [9]. Whether it is about
merging or integration of syntax and phonology
together, it is all about using one abstract
representation where both information on syntax and
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phonology existed. This is the type of representation
tree we meant by a syntax-phonology.
In this paper, our tree representation is based on a
dependency-based syntactic tree structure and prosodic
information (which is a break index) integrated to the
tree nodes. The nodes of this tree are phonetically
transcribed so that we can match them against the
phonemised words of the target sentence.
Our preliminary investigation on the synthetic
speech production using this approach is by taking the
Malay translated sentences from [2]. The sentences are
recorded and parsed into dependency trees . Based on
the recorded files, the tree nodes are segmented into
words and annotated with break index (based on ToBl
labeling schema). We meant by break index is the type
of juncture between two words and in ToBI , the value
is ranging from 0 to 4. The transcription and labeling
of the break index are done manually by listening to
the recorded sound of the translated sentences.
In order to ease the understanding of the syntax-
phonology tree construction (or for the next sections,
we will use the term tree combination), the dependency
trees nodes in the next sections will be written
orthographically and not in phonetic form.
For creating the speech database, the segmented
word units are aligned with their corresponding tree.
These aligned word units will be the speech unit
candidates for the concatenation process.
In the subsection A, we will describe briefly about
UTMK example-based parser. Afterwards, in
subsection B, we explain how the parsing algorithm
has changed due to the prosodic information.
A. The UTMK example-based parser
The UTMK Example-based parser is used in
UTMK Example -based Machine Translation (EBMT)
to parse an input sentence into a dependency-based
representation tree structure. As claimed by [2], the
representation structure of an input sentence is
constructed by imitating the structure of similar
sentence in the example-based corpus. Howe ver, since
most of the time similar sentence will not be available,
therefore another option is to choose sentences related
to the input sentence. The related sentences will be
obtained from the example-base corpus based on
sentences that contain the same words. These related
sentences will be used to construct a knowledge index.
Then, the knowledge index will be used as information
to generate subtrees. Following the three steps: (I)
Distance calculation, (2) Normalization and (3)
Replacement, in sequence, the generated subtrees are
combined into a single representation tree structure.
Detail on UTMK example-based parsing algorithm can
be read further from [I] and [2].
B. The speech unit selection and tree combination
In [I ][2] , the related examples to an input sentence
are based on examples that contain one or more same
words. However, with the availability of the break
index value, the conditions of retrieving related trees
is not longer the same. The word order of target
sentence and the corresponding nodes must be
matched accordingly. For example, if the target word
located at the end of the sentence, then its
corresponding node must be with the break index
value of 4. The break index 4 here indicates of a full
intonation and therefore, corresponding word must be
the last word.
Suppose we want to produce a synthetic utterance
of a target sentence "orang tua itu yang minum
minuman keras kutip kotak biru itu " ("the old man
who drinks alcohol picks the blue box up") [2]. Using
a set of Malay sentences in [2] and also an added
sentence of our own, figure 2 to figure 6 are the set of
sentences and their corresponding syntax-phonology
tree structures (together with their aligned speech
units) representing our tree-based speech corpus.
kutip [V]
[BREAK INDEX I]
--------
John [N) bola [N]
[BREAK INDEX I] [BREAK INDEX I)
I
itu [PPJ
(BREAK INDEX 4)
Figure 2. Syntax-phonology tree of sentence "JoIIl/ kutip bola
itu "("John picks the ball up")121. (The word 'John ' is
corresponding to node ' Peter ' at its corresponding tree structure
in 121 and this must be a typo mistake since 'John' is the only
object in this sentence.)
meninggal dunia [V]
[BREAK INDEX I]
----------
lelaki [N] semalam [ADV]
[BREAK INDEX I] [BREAK INDEX 4]
~
tua [ADJ] itu [DET]
[BREAK INDEX I] [BREAK INDI:X .' ]
Figure 3. Syntax-phonology tree of sentence "lelaki tua itu
menlnggu! dunla semalam" ("the old man died last night")121
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suka [V] akan[]
[BREAK INDEX 3]
-------saya [PRON] kereta [N]
[BREAK INDEX 1] [BREAK INDEX I]
-------
biru [ADJ] itu [DET]
[BREAK INDEX I] [BREAK INDEX 4)
Figure 4. Syntax-phonology tree of sentence "saya suka akan
kereta blru itu" ("i like the blue car")12)
minum [V]
[BREAK INDEX IJ
--------
percmpuan [N] minuman keras [N]
(BREAK INDEX II (BREAK INDEX 4)
I
itu [DET)
[BR EAK INDEX 3J
Figure 5. Syntax-phonology tree of sentence "Perempuan itu
minum minuman keras" ("11101 girl drinks alcllollor') (21.
('peremptlun' was spelt as 'permpuan' in (21. )
mcmccahkan [V)
[BREAK IND EX 1)
-------
John [N] tudung [N]
(BREAK INDEX 0) [BREAK INDEX IJ
I I
yang [RctPRON] kotak [N)
[BREAK INDEX I) [BREAK INDEX"
I I
pakai [V) itu [DET]
[BREAK INDEX I) [BREAK INDEX 4J
I
cermin mata [N]
[BREAK INDEX 3)
Figure 6. Syntax-phonology tree of sentence "John yang pakai
kaca mata memecahkan tudung kotak itu" ("John who wears
glasses breaks the coyer of the box") (21. (This tree and tree in
(21 are not identical because we disagree with the word 'pakai'
(' wear') as the head for a string "yang pakai cermin mata")
With the addition of break index to each node,
related tree 4 will not be considered as structurally
similiar with the target sentence. This is because the
word 'minuman keras' has a break index value of 4
but the word is not located at the end of the target
sentence.
The break index value is given a highest priority in
substituting or adjoining the trees. For example, if the
tree contains a node of break index 4, it cannot longer
permits a tree to be subtitute beneath it. And if break
index 3 existed in one of the nodes in a tree, this tree
cannot be substituted as the last order of subtree.
Therefore, from the set of the related trees, the
outcome of the trees combination is the syntax-
phonology tree structure of the target sentence as
shown in Figure 7.
Based on the syntax-phonology tree in Figure 7, the
speech units chosen for concatenation are:
• From Figure 2, the chosen node is 'kutip',
• From Figure 3, the chosen nodes are 'lelaki';
'tua', 'itu',
• From Figure 4, the chosen nodes are ' bin i' ,
-u«.
• From Figure 5, the chosen node is 'kotak',
• From figure 6 the chosen nodes are 'yang' ,
'minum' ; 'minuman keras' :
kUliPI Vj
IBRI:AKI~ DEX Ii
------
Iclaki [ ~ ) kutak IS]
IBRf.,\ KINDH II IBRlcAKISIMXII
------r--- ~
tua[ADl] itu [OET) yang [ PRO~_R ELJ birulAD!] itu[DET]
IBR E.~K I ~DEX II IBREAKI~ DEX \1 IBRF AKINDEXII IBRE.\ KI~DEX 11 IBREAKNlEX 41
I
minum (V)
jBRI.\KISOH II
I
minuman keras [l' )
IBREAKIXDE\.\I
Figure 7. The syntax-phonology tree structure of the target
sentence
III. PROOF-Of-CONCEPT BY EXAMPLE
Even though this work is using syntax structure but
based on the prosodic information annotated at each of
the tree node , a prosodic tree structure can be derived.
Using break index types of 0, 3 and 4 as cues for
prosodic words grouping, a prosodic tree structure of
the target sentence can be constructed (Figure 8). The
corresponding speech units of tree nodes in Figure 7
are concatenated without using any signal processing.
However, silence unit is inserted at the right edge of
each speech unit in which , its corresponding node tree
has a break index type of 0 or 3. For the purpose of
this investigation only, the concatenation is done
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600,-- ------------- --- ---,
Utterance
Figure 8. The derived prosodic structure from the syntax-
phonology tree structure of the target sentence
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We also record the target sentence and compare it
with the synthetic utterance. By normalizing the time
of both utterances, a comparison of smoothed pitch
contours is drawn in Figure 9. Based on that Figure ,
both pitch contours look alike. When both utterances
were perceptually tested, the locations of the phrasal
break (break index type of 3) were at the same place.
manually using Praat software (downloaded from
http://www.praat.org)..
Normalized time
Figure 9. The comparison between a recorded utterance (thin
line) and a synthetic utterance (t!lick iiI/e) pitch contours of the
target sentence.
IV. CONCLUSION
This work is a preliminary investigation of selecting
speech units using a syntax-phonology tree structure as
an interface. Based on the preliminary result, we
believe a high quality of Malay speech synthesis
engine can be delivered and be implemented in a real
environment of speech synthesis. Therefore, our next
plan is to test this approach in a small limited speech
synthesis system. Currently, the choice of speech unit
is restricted at word level. However, we plan to
improve this model further by adding smaller speech
unit viz. syllable to the proposed model. This of course
will need more prosodic information such as stressed
and unstres sed syllable annotated to the syntax-
phonology interface.
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ABSTRACT 1.0 INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a case study of the news item
categorization for a social networking mashup.
Since it is time consuming to develop the
hierarchical nell'S categories on an iterative and
incremental basis using a conventional knowledge
mapping approach. an alternative approach is
derived by using the Subject Reference System
(SRS) guidelines as the ref erence for categorizing
various types ofnews releases. With the ulterior
aim of enabling automatic generation of
knowledge maps. this research project adopts
only a manual process for the creation of
knowledge profile entries. which would then f orm
the input references for futur e automatic
generation ofknowledge maps. The approach for
transforming a news item to a knowledge profile
entry involves some computer-assisted extraction
of keywords, which is then linked to the Subject
Reference System (SRS) guidelines repository for
ease ofknowledge profiling. It is argued that the
alternative knowledge profiling approach is
easier and more efficient than a manufacturing-
oriented conventional approach. because the
knowledge ontology and validation of news
releases have already been proven and accepted
by a large community of news agencies.
Keywords
Knowledge Mapping. Knowledge
News Metadata. Knowledge
Automatic Knowledge Map Generation
Profiling.
Ontology.
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Information presented In a non-meaningful
context for an intended audience is one of the
contributing factors for information overload. It
has been shown that Office-based and PDF
documents are the dominant file formats on the
Intranet (Littlefield, 2002). With the revolution of
the Web 2.0 technology, it is foreseeable that
documents circulated through the Intranet would
become a major part of the file distributions
throughout the Internet. Similarly, large amount
of rich text documents available as news releases
posted online would become one of the
contributing factors for information overload.
Information can only be transformed to
knowledge when a proper context is specified.
Thus , 'what constitutes knowledge' is constantly
pondered upon by computer scientists and experts
(Alavi and Leidner, 1999).
Information can be ambiguous without a proper
context. A typical knowledge management
challenge faced by organizations is not having a
standardized approach for sharing and leveraging
knowledge internally and externally (Liebowitz,
2004). Since the same set of information can
convey different meanings in different context
and presentation, one of the challenges is finding
the most suitable domain for structuring them (Le
and Lamontagne, 2002). In this regard,
knowledge mapping has been described as the
process, methods and tools for analyzing
knowledge domains in order to discover their
inherent features and visualize them in a
comprehensive and transparent form (Speel et al..
1999).
